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Cause and Effect Moves With or Without You

Consumer wants and needs

In sync with this flow

Knowing the reality of the moment
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What Is Your Inner Compass?

Don Ross, CEO New York Life
Moved investments regardless of common wisdom
Enormous gains
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In-depth Workstyle & Personality Assessments
Interpersonal Coaching
Workshops - Cracking The Personality Code
Career Guidance
Knowing the Difference

Intuition
Ego, Fears and Wisdom
Integrative Presence/The Zone
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• In-depth Workstyle & Personality Assessments
• Interpersonal Coaching
• Workshops - Cracking The Personality Code
• Career Guidance
Courage To Act

Being connected helps
Markets suddenly change
Can’t think your way out
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- In-depth Workstyle & Personality Assessments
- Interpersonal Coaching
- Workshops - Cracking The Personality Code
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Know How It Feels

Confident, at peace, exhilarated, powerful, graceful, and present

… or confused, stressed, over thinking, irritated, and unsure

Learn to know the difference
It Is A Natural State of Mind

Thought interferes with presence
Reality flows without thought
Letting go of thought is the key
The Present Is The Only Portal To The Future?

Future emerges from the present
Can feel the future emerge
Like dancing
Start With The Present Moment

Meet reality where it is
Engage with present reality
Become a co-creator
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There Is No Substitute For Practice

Mastery is the key

Knowing the difference

This is your inner compass
Thank you for attending our 
Leadership: How to Listen to Your Inner Compass

Click Here to contact our Featured Guest directly.

Click on this link to sign up for our upcoming Open Line: 'Fine Tuning Your Hiring Using Social Media'.
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